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ABSTRACT
Handling nonlinear systems is not a simple task,
especially if a computer is not available. Generally,
although a precise result for every case would be preferable,
an approximate solution is usually sufficient for most
engineering solutions.
R. Boxer and S. Thaler developed a technique [1]
presented in Proceedings of IRE that allow to obtain the
response of linear and nonlinear systems, without knowledge
of the roots of the system characteristic equation.
The aim of this work is to test this technique in
obtaining the solution of several time varying linear
equations and to produce a computer program that improves
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I. INTRODUCTION
Two basic methods exist for solving the response of a
system which generally is presented as an integro-differential
equation: analytic methods and numerical methods.
For simple problems, analytic methods give precise
solutions and have the advantage that these solutions can
be given as a function of the parameters of the system.
As the order of the differential equation increases,
numerical methods give less labor in providing a solution
and can be, at some extent the only method available.
Laplace transform is limited to the case of linear
differential equations. Nonlinear differential equations
are out of the scope of this technique, preventing its
application.
EVen sometimes with linear systems, if the inverse
integral is complex, it is difficult and sometimes impossible
to find analytically the time function.
However, it is possible to approximate the Laplace
transform of a linear system by a z-transform, obtaining
thereafter a time series representing the values of the
response at equally spaced intervals of time, by synthetic
division.
The method [1] described and used In this paper utilizes
the z-transform directly in order to obtain the solution of
the linear and nonlinear systems.

In this paper, an explanation is given of this method
applied to linear systems and its extension to time-varying
and nonlinear systems.
A computer was used for faster and more reliable results,
but the method described is compatible with handwork.
C.P.U. time in the computer, for this technique, is
much smaller than other numerical methods due to the less
number of iteration steps needed. This technique could
reduce solution times by several orders of magnitude over
conventional numerical methods.

II. PRESENTATION OF THE METHOD
A. PROCEDURE
The basic procedures of the method are given, before
the description or the theory, to show its simplicity.
Suppose that one has the Laplace transform of an output
response. It will be usually in the following form:
a + a, s + a s
2
+ ••• + a, s
k
+ ... + a s
n
PCs) = -° 1 2—
2
*-£ 2_ (1)
b +b,s+b~s^ + • • • + b, sK + ... + b s
o 1 2 k m
The steps to obtain the time response are:
1. Express the function F(s) as a rational fraction in
powers of s~ by dividing the numerator and denominator
by sm
.
2. Substitute for s~ a rational fraction in powers of z~
obtained from Table I and rearrange F(s) as a rational
fraction in powers of z .
3. Divide the resulting expression by T, where T is the
time interval between points at which the result is desired.

















where D^ , the coefficient of z , is the approximate value




Take an arbitrary function f(t) as in Fig. 1(a). Its
Laplace transform and inverse Laplace transform are defined
as
:
F(s) = / f(t) e" st dt (3)
f(t) =
C+j' St
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Fig. 1(a): Arbitrary f(t) Fig. 1(b): Sampled f(t)
Figure 1(b) shows f(t) sampled by shifted unit impulses,
The result is a series of impulses at t ~ nT.

Applying Laplace to the sampled function one gets
F*(e st ) = Z f(nt) e~ snT (5)
n=0
sT
substituting in (5) e by z so:
z = e (6)
the result obtained is known as the z-transform:
F*(z) = Z f(nT) z n (7)
n=0
and the inverse is given by:
f'(nT) = £ P*(z) zn-1 dz (8)
where the contour is a circle centered at the origin and
including all the singularities of F*(z).
The equation (6) maps the j to axis of the s-plane into a
unit circle around the origin in the z-plane.
There are other methods for obtaining direct and inverse
z-transforms.
In closed form the function will appear as:
a + a, z~ + a z~ + ••• + a z
n





b n + b n z
L
+ b z + • •• + b z12 m
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Division of the numerator by the denominator, will
result in the coefficients of f(nT) as defined in (7),
without the use of the inversion integral formula (8).
In order to apply this useful characteristic of
z-transform theory to non-sampled systems one uses the




f(t) = 2YT /
' PCs) e st ds
which can be expressed piecewise as:
, Jtt/T J»
f(t) - JU- / f(s)e St ds + i- / [P(s)e St +f(-s)e" St ]ds
^J
-Jtt/T ^ J Jtt/T
(10)
The way the contour is divided is shown in Fig. 2. The
first integral gives the part of the contour shown between
-(tt/T) <_ 03 < tt/T . The remaining contour w > (tt/T)
,
go < -(tt/T)
is given by the second integral.
If 1/T is sufficiently large, a good approximation will
be held by the first integral of (10) and the second












Figure 2: Contour in s-plane for approximate solution






/ F(s) e ou ds
-Jtt/T
(12)











. (6) for s, one obtains
s = 1/T In z (14)
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Making the substitution of (14) into (13) the following
equation is obtained






-jfj <* | P(l/T In z) zn_1 dz (16)
where the contour, again, is the unit circle in the z-plane.
If eq
. (16) is compared with eq. (8), it is seen that it
has the form of an inverse z-transform except for the constant
multiplier 1/T.
On the other hand, as P(l/T In z) is a transcendental
function, it is not expandable directly into a series of
powers of z~ by synthetic division. The synthetic division
technique can, however, be used if a proper approximation
could be found.


















t + a |y + ••• (18)
can be obtained, but this solution is not always valid.
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The way to follow Is to rearrange F (l/T)/ln z as a
rational function of two polynomials In powers of s = T/ln z.
For this purpose, the power series for In z used is:
In z = 2[u + 1/3-u 3 + 1/5-u5 + •••] (19)
where
:
1 - z- 1
u =
1+ z" 1






s In z , i /0 3 , n/ r 5u + 1/3 u J + 1/5 u
(20)
By synthetic division the following Laurent series is
obtained:
1 _ T T r 1 1 ^ 3 ^^ 5 , n /o-n
b WT = 2 [ u - 3 u " TH5" u P5 u +] (21)
To obtain series expansion of s , bothsides of (21)
can be raised to the k power.
Table I (on page 15) was obtained by using only the
principal part and the constant term of the Laurent series


















T^ 1 + lOz ± + z






















+ llz~ 3 + z
2 * (l-z-1 )^
15

(1 - z )
(22)
where N. is a polynomial in powers of z . The right hand
side of (24) is called the "z-form" for s~k .






Fig. 3: Typical Feedback System for Example 1




-J^~2u s^ + s + s
(23)
Following the step by step procedure as given in the
Introduction,











Now, substituting the correspondent forms of s from
Table I and dividing the result by T:
6 * (z) = 6T
2 (z-l + z
-2
)
^0A (12+6T+T2 ) - (36+6T-9T2 )z
_1
+ (36-6T-9T2 )z~2 - (12-6T+T2 )z~3
(25)
The solution is obtained by choosing T, the time interval
at which rate our solution is obtained, and proceeding in
dividing the denominator into the numerator.






19 - 33z x + 21z d - 7z 5
By long division, the result is:
.3l6z_1 + ,864z" 2 + 1.15z~ 3 + l.l6z~ + 1.06z" 5 + .987z~ D + • ••
The accuracy improves if smaller value for T is chosen.
Letting T = 0.5 in this same example, substituting on eq. (25)
6 *(z) = 1.5^ + 1.5z"
2
(27)
UA 15.25 - 36.75z
-1
+ 30.75z d - 9.25z 3
carrying out the long division, the result is:
0.984z_1 + .335z~ 2 + . 6lOz" 3 + . 853z
_i|
+
The points obtained are plotted together with the precise







.5 units/inch — Precise solution
x Approximate solution
for At = 1.0
+ Approximate solution
for At = 0.5
Example 2 — Solution of Linear Differential Equation
To use the present technique in obtaining the solution
of integro-differential equations, one takes the Laplace
transform of the equation, initial conditions included as
usual, and then proceeds as before. However, after trans-
forming the equation, the following rules can be applied:
18

1. If the degree of the denominator of the Laplace
transform is higher than the degree of the numerator by two
or more, proceed directly.
2. If the degree of the numerator is one less, equal to,
or greater than the degree of the denominator, divide until
the remainder meets the criterion of Rule 1.
Using the procedure stated in the rules above one
eliminates the high frequency from P(s), that is implied if
the numerator is one degree less than the denominator.
To illustrate this, a simple example is shown:
f| + Y = 1 . (28)
Assuming for initial condition Y(0) = u, the Laplace
transform Y(s) is:
*< s
> Ix^iy - 7777 < 2 *)
Using Rule 2 above, one gets
1 -uY (s) - g+ X " U (30)
s + s
In this procedure, the step function of amplitude u is
added to the result obtained after operating upon
(1 -u)/(s 2 + s).
19

Now, letting u = 0.1, and expressing the second term





Substituting the z-forms of Table I (on page 15) and
dividing by T,
v */^ _ 0.9T(1 + lOz" 1 + z 2 )
XK (12 + 6T) - 24z x + (l2-6T)z
(32)
Letting T = 0.1 and carrying out the long division one
gets
,00714 + .085z -1- + .l63z 2 + .233z~ 3 + .296z
-i4
+ (33)
This result is plotted in Fig. 5 after adding the step
function of amplitude 0.1.













A linear differential equation with time-varying










n-l (t)Y + f (t)Y = f(t) (3*0
where f (t), f , (t) ,. .
.
,fQ (t) are functions of the
independent variable t.
To solve this type of equation the following steps may
be executed:
1. Obtain the Laplace transform of (3*0 in the usual
manner including initial conditions.
2. Proceed as in the constant coefficient case discussed
above. In performing the long division process, however 3
change the values of C , ...,C
n
at each step in the division





















A similar manner like used in II. C. may be applied to
nonlinear differential equations. The regression equation
is obtained by long division process as in the time varying
example.
However, the factors C , C ,,..., C n must now3 n' n-1 ' U
represent functions of the dependent variable.











f (Y — )Y
+ f
o (Y,f 3 ...)Y - f(t) (37)
being the rules for the procedure as follow:
1. Obtain the Laplace transform of (37) in the usual
manner including initial conditions.
2. Proceed as in the constant coefficient case. In
performing the long division process, however, change the
value of C • • • C) at each step in the division process to
n o ^
the most recent values available for
C = f (Y — )
c







= tl<Y »?jk"'- ) (39)
In other words, in the first step, the values of C. are
dY
obtained from initial conditions for Y, tt-. ... . Thedt
result of the first division is a new value of Y to be used
in calculating C . C ,, ..., C for the second step in the
division. New values to be used for the derivatives of Y
with respect to t are calculated from the new values of the
dependent variables. The process is difficult to describe
in words, but is simple in concept.
To illustrate the procedure an example is given:
Example 3:
Let ^ + Y
2
= 1 (40)dt
Carrying out the procedure outlined above, eq.(Ao) is
written
§J + C-Y = 1 (41)dt
The Laplace transform, assuming C to be constant and
expressing in powers of s is
s
-2
Y(s) = S -= (42)
1 + Cs 1
23

Substituting the z-forms of Table I and dividing by T yields
Y *( Z ) = Tdnoz'
1 ^"2
)
A (12 + 6CT) - 24z-1 + (12-6CT)z"
Letting T = 0.1,





(12 + 0.6C) - 2 4z X + (12-0.6C)z~2
Carrying out the long division procedure yields
00833 + 0. lOOz X + 0.199z
-2


















In order to test the present technique, a collection
of linear differential equations with varying coefficients
were studied, whose basic format is:
Y + P(t)Y = Q(t)
where P(t) and Q(t) are time functions. For the purpose of
this work, nine equations in all were processed successfully
for what P(t) took the values /t, t and t , and Q(t) took
the values l-u(t), t and t .
The collection of equations, the case nubmers, and the
sections in this work, are as follows
:
Y +ftY = 1 Case 1
Y + tY = 1 Case 2 III B
Y + t
2
Y = 1 Case 3
Y +ft Y = t Case k
Y + tY = t Case 5 HI C
Y + t
2
Y = t Case 6
Y + sft Y = t
2 Case 7





In Case 10, an example from Ref. 2 was studied, Comments
on this problem are given in Case 10 discussion.
26

In cases 1 to 9 the same type of procedure was followed,
applying directly the steps as in II A of this work and
experimenting for time intervals form 0.2 sec. to 2.0 sec.
In order to show the advantages of this technique with
relatively large At's, its stability together with an
algorithm for computer solution and application to hand
calculation, i.e., small number of division steps for good
results.
B. CASE l-Y+\/tY=l
The equation Y + P(t)Y = Q(t) is rewritten for this
case as:
§ +^ Y=1 Y (t=o) °
following the procedure, as in II A
dYH + PY = 1 P =Jt
the Laplace transform is
sy + Py = 1/s
rearranging and expressing in powers of s~ :
s
2
y + Psy = 1 y(s 2 +Ps) = 1








-kSubstituting the z-form values for s from Table I (page 15)
2 -1 -2















(12 + 6PT) - 24z x + (12-6PT)z~^
where again P is the time varying coefficient of Y in the
differential equation and T is the iteration time, or in
other words the time difference between results.
The following step consists of dividing the denominator
into the numerator and substituting in P, its value for the
corresponding time (t = nT) . As the exponent of z for the
first value in the quotient is zero, P(t) =Jt at t = ,
P(t) = in the first division step.
The value for T first chosen was 0.2 sec. .
The algorithm used for computing the quotient (Program 1,
page 30) as the solution, for values of T from 0.2 sec. up
to 2 sec. with the "precise" solution in continuous line and
with the approximate solution as crosses follow; the "precise"




Scales in the graphs (Pigs. 7 to 20) are the same in
each case.
In the numerical output tables, the time is referred to
as T, the approximate solution is referred to as Q(N) and
the "precise" solution as PR. TFIN is the final time.
It can be seen that the approximated solution even for
large time iterations is very close to the precise solution




































































READ (5,5) XX( I) ,PR(I )
1 CONTINUE
C


































CALL DRAWP ( 26 , X X , PR , I TB, RTB
)
ITB( 1) = 3
ITB(2) = 2







6 FORMAT I'IS'FOR DELTA T= • , F6 . 2 ,4X, TFIN=',F4.1)
7 FORMAT (• T=« , 7X, ' Q(N)='
)






y-scale = 0.2 units/inch











































































































































































































1. Case 2 - Y + tY = 1
The calculations are the same as In Case 1 with the
only difference that P(t) is now equal to t. So, -when
dividing as in Equation (45), repeated here for convenience,
the denominator into the numerator the substitution for each
step is as P = t
.
Y *( Z ) = T + lOTz
X
+ Tz~ 2
A (12 + 6PT) - 24z _1 + (12-6PT)z~ 2
In the same manner, numerical and graphical output for
T from 0.2 sec. to 2.0 sec. (Figs. 21 to 3^4 ) follow.
Program 2 (page 47 ) shows a computer algorithm for solution
of this problem.



















































































C C(T)=STEP , P(T)=T
c
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
INTEGER *4ITB( 12) /12*07
REAL *4RTB(28)/28*0.0/



















































5 FORMAT CI', 'FOR DELTA T= ' , F6. 2 , 4X, « TFIN=',F4.1)
6 FORMAT (• T= , ,7X,« Q(N)=')
7 FORMAT (2F10.5)





x-scale = 1.0 units/inch
y-scale =0.2 units/inch
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2. Case 3 - Y + t
2
Y = 1
As in Case 1 and Case 2, the same calculations are
followed and only in the division, the substitution of
P(t) = t 2 is the sole difference.
Output for several time iterations follows as in the
previous cases (Figs. 35 to 48). Computer algorithm is shown
in Program 3 (page 63).




























Equation (45) Is repeated here for convenience:










































READ (5,7) XX( I) ,PRU )
1 CONTINUE
C




































CALL DRAWP ( 26 , XX , PR , ITB, RT B
)
ITB( 1) = 3
ITB(2) = 2






5 FORMAT CI', 'FOR DELTA T= « , F6 . 2 , 4X, • TFIN=«,F4.1)
6 FORMAT ( ' T = ' ,7X, • Q(N)=' )
7 FORMAT (2F10.5)
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C. CASE 4-Y+V^tY = t
For this case, in the equation Y + P(t)Y = Q(t),
P(t) =/t and Q(t) = t, so following the procedure the
equation is rewritten as:
f + PY - * Y (t=o) - °
where P = J~t . The Laplace transform is
.2
so








3 + Ps 2 1 + Ps
l





..(., . 2 (i-.-l)3
T 1 + z
-1
1 + P £ ,
2 1 - z"
1
Dividing by T and ordering in crescent powers of z~
in numerator and denominator:
2-1 2 -?
*r ^ - T Z + T z
c
fU(-s
y A *(z) = ; rp ir (*»6)R (2+Pt) - (6+PT)z i + (6-PT)z ^ + (PT-2)z j
78

Now, substituting for the time iteration wanted and
replacing P = vt for its value at the division step, the
solution is obtained.
In the same way as before, plots and outputs follow
for time iterations from 0.2 sec. to 2.0 sec. (Figs. 49 to
60).
Algorithm for computer solution of this problem is shown
in Program 4 (page 8o)
•































































F2 = -( 6.0+P*TD)
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1. Case 5-Y+tY = t
As case 2 follows case 1, as calculations are
concerned, case 5 follows case 4 with the only difference
that P(t) is now equal to t and this must be the value
used to substitute in P before and during the division steps,
Graphs, plots and solution values for several time
iterations follow (Pigs. 62-75). Computer algorithm for
solution of this problem is shown in Program 5 (page 95 )
.
























































Equation (46) is repeated here for convenience
Y »(z) =
m 2 -1 , ^2 -2T z + T z






























































5 FORMAT ('IS' FOR DELTA T= ' , F6. 2 , 4X , ' TF I N=' ,F4. 1
)
6 FORMAT ( • T = « ,7X, • Q(N) = » )
7 FORMAT (2F10.5)
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2. Case 6 - Y + t Y = t
Calculations follow exactly Case 4 except for
2P(t) = t . In the division steps, substitution of P for
2Its value t must be done in this case.
Solutions for several time iterations follow
(Figs. 76 to 89). Computer solution is in Program 6 (page
111).

















































































Equation (46) is repeated here for convenience
»(z)
? -] 2-2T^z L + T z
















READ (5,7) XX( I) ,PR(I)


















F2 = -( 6.0+P*TD)

















CALL DRAWP ( 26 , XX , PR , I TB, RTB
)
ITBd ) = 3
ITB(2) = 2




5 FORMAT CI', 1 FOR DELTA T = ' , F6. 2 ,4X , • TF I N= • ,F4. 1 )
6 FORMAT ( • ! = • . 7X, ' Q(N) = ' )
7 FORMAT (2F10.5)







































































































































































































D. CASE 7 - Y + |/tY = t 2
Following the procedure as In II C:
f FY = t 2 P =/t
The Laplace transform in powers of s :
sy + Py = 2/s 3 y = ——
—
1 + Ps" 1








+ kz 2 + z 3




Dividing by T and rearranging in crescent powers of z :
*( z ) = -T




Choosing for first value for T = 0.2, and substituting
in the previous equation, the denominator is divided into
the numerator, after the value of P is replaced in the
expression above for the corresponding time.
126

The results and the plots for the precise and approximated
solution follow, with iteration times from 0.2 sec. to
2.0 sec. (Figs. 90 to 103). Computer algorithm for solution
of this problem is in Program 7 (page 128).

























































































Fl = 360. 0+180. 0*PT
F2 = -( 1440. 0+360. 0*PT)
F3 = 2160.0
F4 = -( 1440. 0-360. 0*PT)




A(N + 1 ) = A(N + 1 )-(Q(N)*F2)











CALL DRAWP ( 26 , XX , PR , I TB , RTB )
ITB( 1) = 3
ITB(2) = 2





6 FORMAT Cl't'FOR DELTA T=' , F6 . 2 , 4X , TF I N= ' , F4. 1
)
7 FORMAT ( • T=« ,8X f • 0(N)=' )
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1. Case 8 - Y + tY = t 2
Same calculations as in case 7 with exception for
the substitution on the value of P during the division
steps, of Equation (47), repeated here, which now has the
value P = t
.
The algorithm for computer solution (Program 8,
page 144) , the output for several time iterations and the
respective graphs follow (Figs. 104 to 117)
*,v
=
-T3+124T3 )z~1+(474T3z~2+124T3z~ 3-T3z~ It
A 360+l80PT-(l440+360PT)z_1+2l60z~2-(l440-360PT)z" 3+. .
.
-4

























































































Fl = 360. 0+180. 0*PT
F2 = -( 1440. 0+360. 0*PT)
F3 = 2160.0
FA = -( 1440. 0-360. 0*PT)




A(N+1 ) = A(N+1)-(Q(N)*F2)











CALL DRAWP ( 26 , XX , PR , I Tb
,
RTB )
ITB( 1) = 3
ITB(2) = 2






6 FORMAT (•lS'FOR DELTA T= ' , F6 . 2 , 4X , ' TF I N = ' , F4 . 1 )
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2. Case 9 - Y + t 2Y = t 2
Same reasoning as in case 8. This time P = t 2 .
Computer algorithm for solution of this problem is
shown in Program 9 (Page 160) . Solutions and graphs for
several T's follow in Figures 118 to 131.






















































Equation (47) is repeated for convenience
-T 3+(124T3 )z-1+(WT3 )z~2+124T3z"3-T 3z" 1,
A 360+l80PT-(l440+360PT)z~ 1+2l60z 2-(l44o-360PT)z 3+-






















WRITE (6,5) XX( I) ,PR( I)
1 CONTINUE
C















Fl = 360. 0+180. 0*PT
F2 = -< 1440. 0+360. 0*PT)
F3 = 2160.0
F4 = -( 1440.C-360.0*PT)


























6 FORMAT CI', 'FOR DELTA T=',F6.2
7 FORMAT ( ' T=« ,8X, ' Q(N) = ' )
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No one of the previous cases has a time varying
coefficient which is exponential. So, from Ref. 2 this
case was extracted. The equation is:
C || + ^^7 = being r(t) = R exp (^-)
where T, is a factor in the variation of r. Dividing all
the terms by C yields:









= 1.0 . Rewriting the equation and expressing its
Laplace transform in powers of s~ :
e + Ce = C = e
t






S + C s
1 + Cs- 1
If the rules in Example 2, Section IIB were followed,
substituting the z-forms of s~k , dividing by T and adding
the final results of the quotient to 1.0 which is the time
function for 1/s :
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12 (l-z-1 ) 2
A




For T = 0.1
-1 -2




A (12/C + 0.6) - (2VOz_1 + (12/C - 0.6)z" 2
Dividing the denominator into the numerator and adding one
to the result one gets
0.99206 + 0.91 i*12z 1 + 0.85007z 2 +
However, looking at the graph (Fig. 132) the precise
and the approximated solution start diverging after a while
This is due to the fact that in
s + C
if C goes to zero the equation becomes
E = 1/s




This fact is very important because it leads to these
important conclusions:
1. If C. goes to zero with time, first check the Laplace
transform and the initial equation substituting C^ by zero.
If by inspection they do not lead to the same type of
solution, this method does not apply.
2. Verify, before doing the division if any of the
varying coefficients, unexpectedly, goes to infinity; by
dividing by zero, for instance.
H
o
+ + + +














This technique, for the successfully area covered in
this paper (linear differential equations with time varying
coefficients), showed to have a good precision even for
relatively large iteration steps. The labor necessary to
complete a problem by handwork is not very involved and
needs only a small algorithm for computer solution with
C.P.U. times much smaller than existing numerical methods.
However, with time varying coefficients that go to zero
with time, attention must be paid to the application of
this method. As a general rule, this method does not apply.
In some cases, the final equation for the approximate
solution, before the division is performed, must be altered
in order to not have time varying coefficients (referred as
C. in Section IIC) in the numerator. Caution is necessary
to verify, before starting the division steps if any varying
coefficient unexpectedly has a value of infinity; by division
by zero when substituting a particular value of C^.
The technique tested in this paper does not apply to the
case of linear differential equations with varying coefficients
only. Linear differential equations with constant coefficients
and nonlinear differential equations are, as well, solved by
this technique.
These areas, in the opinion of the author, are valuable
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